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Following the death of Hickory Farm's owner Davis Whitman, his granddaughter, Jennifer Blake must face a
battle of conscience and decide if she can accept an inheritance from the man she has despised all her life. Is
she prepared to leave everything she treasures in Los Angeles for the country life on a Tennessee Walking
Horse breeding farm? Her decision could jeopardize all that she holds dear and change her life forever. To
reach a decision, Jennifer must face her legacies from the past, in spite of how they might clash with her
future. Hickory Farms trainer, Cole Ryan is recruited by the US Department of Agriculture to help expose
the practice of soring, a method of accentuating a Walking Horse's gait by irritating its forelegs with the
injection of chemicals or the application of mechanical irritants. Cole is determined to prove his flat-shod
stallion, Midnight, can compete and win against the sored and abused 'big lick' horses that dominate the
Walking Horse world. It's a battle that eventually threatens everything he loves, puts his family in grave
danger and threatens to resurrect a past he prefers was left buried. A shroud of secrecy, unprincipled
corruption and unlimited capital successfully protects the 'Horse Mafia' from critics, government and the law.
The members have their own techniques for swiftly and successfully dealing with any dissension in the
lucrative Tennessee Walking Horse industry. With an unwritten mandate dedicated to protecting
unscrupulous owners and trainers who preserve their competitive edge by soring their horses, the Mafia is a
power unto itself and not one easily conquered. When a flop-eared puppy, an abused little boy and a
spectacular horse join forces to influence Cole and Jennifer, their individual, long protected independence is
seriously threatened. The fierce and powerful forces bring them together in a struggle that has sometimes
humorous, often romantic but finally very deadly consequences.
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From reader reviews:

Bobby Hall:

This Tarnished Image book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
get by reading this book is actually information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get info which is
getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Tarnished Image without we realize
teach the one who reading it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't possibly be worry Tarnished
Image can bring when you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' turn into full because you can
have it in the lovely laptop even cellphone. This Tarnished Image having good arrangement in word as well
as layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Lois Hernandez:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the subject
Tarnished Image suitable to you? Often the book was written by famous writer in this era. The actual book
untitled Tarnished Imageis the one of several books which everyone read now. That book was inspired lots
of people in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new age that you ever know prior to. The
author explained their plan in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to comprehend the core
of this book. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. So that you can
see the represented of the world in this particular book.

Judy Sigmund:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick one
book that you find out the inside because don't assess book by its protect may doesn't work here is difficult
job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside appearance likes.
Maybe you answer may be Tarnished Image why because the wonderful cover that make you consider
regarding the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is fantastic as the outside or perhaps
cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Debbie Gray:

Some individuals said that they feel uninterested when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt this
when they get a half parts of the book. You can choose the actual book Tarnished Image to make your
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading proficiency is developing when you including reading. Try
to choose easy book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the idea about book and examining especially. It
is to be very first opinion for you to like to open up a book and study it. Beside that the publication Tarnished
Image can to be your new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in what must you're doing of their
time.
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